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Introduction
Rethink Technologies RTT started as an idea sketched by the
CEO of Al Ahli Holding group to focus more on the IT division.
The CEO believes that IT is a major component in making Al Ahli
holding group a leading high tech company. The integration of Al
Ahli Holding Group companies are characterized by a powerful IT
division, with a singular vision toward the future. Starting from
information management to IT services, the RTT team helps Al
Ahli employees gain access to information, services, and tools
that are highly needed to facilitate their job and enhance their
performance on a daily basis.
As the RTT team, we are currently offering a spectrum of IT
solutions through serving companies with IT support and
technology needs.
The high-performance services provided by the RTT Engineering
team, are fluctuated between several fields, starting by serving
infrastructure demands across AAHG, development facilities,
SAP Software support, Smart City Consultancy, R&D availability
animation, media and localization amenities and of course, highly
organized team management services.
The primary goal of RTT is to implement the latest, most
beneficial technologies and tools across the AAHG group
and to offer the best service to our clients. This constant pursuit
of excellence has placed RTT in the position as the IT Guru
Company for Al Ahli Holding group and its subsidiaries.
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Our Story
Al Ahli Holding Group is a multi-diversified international
conglomerate with over four decades of successfully dealing
with business activities such as real estate, turnkey construction
engineering and infrastructure, retail and trading, technology
and logistics, lifestyle and fitness, entertainment, hospitality
and innovative developments.
Al Ahli Holding group, is one of the UAE’s pioneers in adapting
Information Technology. Our current aim is the implementation
of a unified workflow to record, store, and automate all subsidiary
transaction information and data, while also incorporaring a unified
IT process in the design, development, manufacturing construction
and finance fields.
This transformation, demanded the creation of the IT division to
handle and provision all the operations (daily support, monitoring
and implementation) desired with IT.
In 2012, the CEO sought the importance of centralization and
demanded that all IT-related operations, procurements, and projects
to be handled by one IT division. This resulted in the creation of
Rethink Technologies in mid-2013 to serve as the AAHG Group’s
technological and technical representation in the market.
Rethink Technologies (RTT) started with a focus in servicing only
AAHG’s subsidiary companies, with a goal to gain all the required
experience to compete in UAE’s market, and later in the region.

RTT is currently a partner for major players in the region
such as SAP, Microsoft, Alcatel Lucent, Dell-EMC, Cisco
and more. We are planning to grow our partnership to have
more key players and suppliers in the region.
RTT’s highly qualified tier 1 engineers provide a seamless
and swift, yet in-depth troubleshooting and customer support
experience for desktop applications, operating systems, mobile
devices, tablets, and connectivity.
Additionally, RTT has its tier 2 engineers, who provide more
technical support to tier 1 engineers, as well as testing,
evaluating and implementing latest technologies, aiming to
simplify the daily and strategic tasks and project for customers.
The provided services demand the availability of powerful
backend engineers to implement infrastructure requirements.
The transformation and adaptation of virtual datacenters
combined with continuous monitoring, provide smooth
and powerful continuity to business.
The digital development division of RTT is responsible for all
development projects, whether in house or outsourced.
This division handles website development and consists of
an experienced team for e-commerce linking, transformation
and advanced mobile development.
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Vision & Goal
Vision
The need for talented engineers, who can provide customers
with superior service & support, is a must to be perceived as an
IT leader in a technologies service market.

RTT is on a never-ending mission to unify our global family
through better and more uniform application of technology,
process and infrastructure. Our family is spread out across the
globe, and we need to communicate and operate across borders
in real time.

Providing simple, innovative and affordable E-solutions that bring
value to our clients.

Our operational capabilities must keep us communicating while
working toward greater efficiency and more effective tools and
systems. Unity across the spectrum of markets we service is
crucial to our continued success and expansion. Unity through
technology is our prime directive.

Reducing office supply cost, delivering a wide variety of services
and improving customer satisfaction by providing them with
beneficial facilities and support.

Goal - Vice President & Management Message
We as rethink serve over 40 subsidiaries of AL AHLI group
worldwide cover Asia, America, and Middle-East regions.

Partnering with the best minds around the world to learn, explore
and co-create solutions which tap into the potential in grassroots
innovation. This brings entrepreneurial fervor, intellectual rigor
and discipline from the business world into a societal context, in
the name of social innovation.

We provide complete IT services, starting from infrastructure
datacenters, digital development projects, Smart city, home
automation, office automation, ERP and CRM system
deployment’s and developments, IT support and consultant,
Business process integration and work flow and many others IT
related services.

Investment in employee retention, cultivating respect and loyalty,
making RTT a desirable place to work.

Making our company more successful in the IT Industry by
increasing productivity and profits by 15% annually, while
providing a sustainable innovation in IT solutions market. This
will ensure us a solid and increasing market share in UAE &
MENA.

Our focus is to provide the best quality IT services for the
subsidiary companies. Additionally, we’ve also started to provide
service to external IT -related projects such as Smart city
consultant services and development of web sites.
Assem Hijazi

Looking to expand the technical capabilities and market offerings
by seeking out new technology in the consumer and enterprise
spaces.
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Our Services
Infrastructure
Home Automation System

</>
Software & Web Development

Smart City

Design & Animation

Smart Home

IT Localization
SAP
Social Media Service

ERP-SAP

SAP Hosting
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1. Infrastructure
1.1 Azure Services
- Remote Monitoring for all Hardware’s across companies
- Provide MicroServices Applications
- Backup & Archives
- Hybrid Integration
- High Performance Computing
- BlockChain solutions
- All Hosts websites on one platform
- Data warehouse
- Development and testing
1.2 Data Center Development
- Telecommunication devices
- Data Storages Systems
- Disaster Recovery (for Servers, Backup)
- Environmental controls
- All host servers for E-Commerce sites
- Security Gateways
1.3 IT Service Management
- Strategy management for IT Services
- Service portfolio management
- Financial management for IT services
- Demand management
- Business relationship management
- Covered processes List:
1. Design coordination
2. Service catalogue management
3. Service-level management

4. Availability management
5. Capacity management
6. IT service continuity management
7. Security management
8. Supplier management
9. Asset Management
1.4 IT Networking
- Full Network Services
- Wi-Fi
- Cabling
- Connectivity
- All tools require IPs
- Telephony system
- Biometric
- CCTV’s
1.5 IT Security
- Security tools & software to enhance threat security to all
machines, preventing cyber attacks and damage to any kind of
data belonging to the organization.
- Set IT policies across companies and enhance IT governance.
1.6 Training and Innovation
- Provide training for new IT applications.
- Create a test center for all manner of digital
and hardware devices.
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2. Software & Development
2.1 Digital Innovation
-Web Design & Development
- Responsive Website Redesign
- Search Engine Optimization
- AdWords/PPC Advertising
- Social Media Management
- General Web Marketing
- Social Media Advertising
- Social Media App development

2.4 Training & Mentoring
- Web development Training
- E-Commerce Solutions Training
- MS Visual Studio Training
- User experience Training - IT Consulting

2.2 Application Development
- Website Maintenance & Support
- Mobile Websites
- Mobile Applications
- IPhone Applications
- Android Applications
2.3 Business Solution
- Retail Management System/POS
- Content Management
- E-Commerce Solutions
- Website Data Integration
- SharePoint Development
- WordPress Development
- Dot Net Development
- Management Systems
- Document Control Systems
- Relational Database Management (RDBM)
- Work processes, and work flow systems
- Business analysis & automation
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3. Design and Animation
3.1 Creative Design
- User experience Design (UI/UX)
- Communication Design
- Corporate Branding
- Advertising & Publication
- Promotion Design
- Social Media Marketing Design
- Marketing Design
3.2 Corporate Design
- Logo Design / Corporate Identity
- Corporate Branding
- Event Branding
- Infographics Design
- Corporate Presentation Design
- Information Architecture
3.3 Motion Comic & Graphic
- Creating Story
- Story idea for the animation
- Illustration or Concept Art
- Rough concept and storyboard
- Animation
- Animation of elements and camera movement
- 3D sound mixing
- Adding the suitable sound that matches animation
- Interactivity
- Letting the user control the story flow

- Mobile Application Development
- Developing mobile apps to fit animation files
- Publishing
- Allowing users to install the app on phones and tablets.
3.4 Virtual Reality & 360
- 360 Degree Video Production (Shooting video of environment
with a 360-degree view)
- 360 Degree Animation ( using the 3D environment with
complete rendered animation for user to choose the direction)
- Virtual Tour (Taking the user to experience an environment in
various locations)
- 3D visualization with Virtual Tour (3D view of an environment
for user to access various locations)
- Google Business View Photography (Detailed 360-degree
photography of a business place)
- VR motion Comics (Providing the user to read comic panels in
VR)
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3. Design and Animation
3.5 Visualization 2D -3D
- Storyboard (Creating a visual interpretation of a story)
- BG Layout and BG Painting (Enhancing Storyboard panels
with details with layout and painting)
- Concept Art (Rough concepts of props and characters to suit
the story and style)
- Character Design(Simplifying the characters using concepts
ready for animation)
- Explainer videos (Creating animation video explaining an idea)
- Flash banners (Commercial flash banners for websites with
animation)
- Traditional and Flash 2D animation (Traditional frame by frame/
Flash animation)
- 2D Animation Compositing ( Compiling animation with
backgrounds and music)
- Info Graphics (Limited graphic animation videos explaining an
idea)
- Motion Graphics (Adding animation for a graphic design
artwork)
- Visual effects (Adding Visual Effects to animation or a graphic
artwork)
- Video and Audio Editing (Creating videos and matching the
audio with the visual flow)
- Interactive Presentation ( User interactive presentation of
ideas)
- Commercial film making (Creating commercial animation video)
- 3D modeling and Animation (Modeling and animating simple
sets of environment)

- 3D visualization and Architectural walkthrough (Modeling of
sets using architectural plans with a video showing details)
3.6 Digital Publication
- Digital Magazines Design
- Animated Magazines development
3.7 3D scanning and Photography
- 3D Product Photography and Modeling ( Modeling an object in
the software using an existing object through photography)
- Product Turnaround Photography (Complete Turnaround of
objects using photography)
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4. IT Localization
RTT will help you globalize and localize your application if you
want to get your application to the Arabic market.
4.1 Product Localization Assessment
Inspect the product on the source code level, build test plan that
includes test cases, automated and manual testing and provide
a full report on the product from the globalization and localization
point of view to be able to measure the needed work to globalize
and/or localize your product.
4.2 Arabic Enabling
Globalization is the agreement process to guarantee that
application design is going to support different languages and
cultures. Globalization adds support for input, display, printing,
storage and output of a defined set of language scripts. Our
primary focus is Arabic, but other Globalization options are available.

4.4 Manual Localization
Once your application is globalized and localized, the final step of
transposing the user interface to right to left layout (not all
applications support this feature).
We will make sure that your application is displayed as the
Arabic user expects; without a glitch. The user will feel it is built
just for him/her and not something that was forced to support
the Arabic language.
4.5 Support for Arabic UI
If your products needs a localized user manual to be able to sell
in the local market, we will help you redesign the manual layout
and translate the manual’s text to Arabic with a very minimal
effort from your side.

4.3 Resource Localization
Localization is the process of adapting an Arabic enabled and
globalized application, which you have already achieved in the
enabling process.
- Your application contents are localizable (stored in standard
resources format).
- Provide Arabic localized resources for these contents.
- Define a strategy to switch between different supported cultures.
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5. SAP Hosting
RTT Technologies is a global consulting firm, focused at
designing, delivering and deploying the finest ideas and SAP
expertise to empower companies in achieving new heights of
excellence in today’s challenging business landscape. RTT
strives to be a trusted advisor to clients and fosters long-term
working relationships by exceeding customer expectations.
RTT Technologies has established a SAP Cloud Infrastructure
which is a fully managed, secure cloud that offers elasticity and
flexibility making it easy to access for our clients. It’s ideal for
mission-critical applications such as SAP Business Suite, SAP
Net Weaver Business Warehouse and custom SAP HANA
applications and enables our customers to gain the speed and
flexibility to keep pace with today’s demanding business
dynamics. Additionally, RTT has partnered with leading hardware
providers for SAP to offer the flexibility and best of breed
features as preferred by our clients.
5.1 Application Managed service
Data Center
1- Providing the primary and secondary datacenter in cloud
2- Monitoring the primary and secondary data center in cloud
Accessibility of services and systems
1- First Level of support (Help Desk) - supporting the final users
2- Ensuring the efficiency and the accessibility of the SAP
systems on RTT Cloud till the point of Demarcation

Hardware Platform
1- Providing the Hardware platform in RTT Cloud DC
2- Monitoring of the hardware in the RTT Cloud DC
3-Reporting hardware issues to platform manufacturers for the
Hardware in RTT Cloud DC
4- Overseeing of maintenance repairs carried out by the
hardware platform manufacturers for the Hardware in RTT Cloud DC
5- Installation of antivirus software and patterns updates
Software
1- Providing licenses for SAP software for the required number
of final users
2- Providing the licenses for Database software (HANA/Sybase)
3- Providing licenses for operating systems software in the RTT
Cloud DC
4- Providing the licenses for backup software in the RTT Cloud DC
Installation of the SAP System
1- OS installation and configuration on the Hardware in RTT
Cloud DC
2- Database installation (HANA & Sybase) and configurations in
the RTT Cloud DC
3- Installation of the SAP Application on RTT Cloud
4- Installation & configuration of the Backup software in RTT Cloud
5- Installation and configuration of the Virtualization Software in
RTT Cloud
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5. SAP Hosting
5.2 Network Management Services
Application Management Services
1- Activation of the monitoring the SAP systems with use of
SAP Solution Manager
2- Analysis of reports generated within the SAP Solution Manager
3- Analyze SAP system log and fix failures included in scope of services
4- Monitor SAP processes
5- Monitor update processes within SAP software
6- Analyze update terminations
7- Clean up update terminations
8- Monitor lock entries
9- Analyze lock entries
10- Clean up lock entries
11- Schedule, check and monitor standard SAP basis system
batch jobs
12- Administer SAP Logon Groups
13- Ensure proper logon procedures for Logon Groups
14-Maintain SAP system profile parameters
15- Troubleshooting TMS Assist customer in optimizing SQL
statements (indexes, selects etc.) for application improvements
16- Upgrade SAP kernel, as required
17- Application of SAP OSS notes, to fix bugs and functional issues
Performance and Tuning/EWA
1- Optimize SAP system (system tuning)
2- Monitor Disk capacity
3- Monitor Server capacity
4- Monitor Network utilization
5- Provide trend analysis as input to capacity forecasting
6- Execute change requests as required for hardware upgrades,

additions etc.
7- Develop capacity plan based on changed requirements
(Users, New Apps. etc.)
8- Monitor critical transactions
Application Security Management
1- Create new users
2- User profile, masterdata, and password maintenance
3- Add/Change/Delete/Lock/Unlock usermaster records
4- Maintain activity groups
5- Unlock users in SAP system
6- Reset passwords
8- Checking authorizations
9- Define overall security plan & profile requirements
10- Develop and maintain custom profiles
11- Support client audit requirements around security profiles
12- Regular access checks
13- User, roles and permissions management for technical users
14- User, roles and permissions management for non-technical
users
System Startup/Shutdown
1- Perform scheduled startup/shutdown of hardware and OS
2- Perform scheduled startup/shutdown of OS, for SAP
software
3- Restart the hardware/OS after failure
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5. SAP Hosting
SAP Client Operations
1- Create, Copy, Delete Client in a system
2- Perform client export/import between SAP Software instances
3- Maintain instance/client configuration documentation
4- Inform the project team of scheduled system maintenance
5- Inform the operations team of project schedules
6- Preparations, checks
7- Executing and monitoring the copy process
8- Postprocessing tasks
9- Test of basis functionality
Job Scheduling
1- Define business requirements governing batch schedule
2- Define job dependencies
3- Schedule, check and monitor standard SAP system batch
jobs
4- Schedule, check, troubleshoot and maintain application
batch jobs
5- Monitor, restart of application batch jobs
Patches & upgrades
1- Application tier - OSS notes and patches to the technical components
2- Application Tier- Bug fixes authorized by SAP
3- DB tier- Patches and Bug fixes as per SAP's recommendations
4- OS tier - OS kernel upgrade
5- Backup S/W - Firmware , software upgrade and patches

OSS Management
1- Create/modify/delete OSS user
2- Assign authorizations
3- Request developer keys for admin purposes
(e. g. implementation of patches)
4- Request and manage object keys
Change Control
1- Transfer and release of transport orders
2- Carry out transports
3- Check transport protocols
4- Transports in Release management (planning and execution)
5- Plan/implement regularly scheduled change requests
6- Apply SAP Notes to SAP Hosted Software system
(non Basis)
7- Apply SAP Notes to SAP Hosted Software system (Basis)
8- Language Imports
9- Address technical transport problems
10- Apply recommended SAP Support Packages
11- Apply recommended SAP Enhancement Packages
12- Adjustment of Repository Objects
13- Test and acceptance of object changes
14- Import of Kernel Patches
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5. SAP Hosting
5.3 Database Managed Services
Basis Managed Services -Database Management (SAP HANA)
1- Monitor database resource consumption
(memory, CPU, storage) to detect issues in technical operations
2- Monitor table growth to proactively prevent operational issues
and make sure, that the service stays within the contractual
sizing boundaries
3- Monitor database for technical issues; analyze and resolve
technical database failures
4- Cleanup HANA log and trace files (traces, statistic files etc.)
to free up capacity and keep HANA system clean and healthy
5- Maintain/change SAP HANA configuration parameters based
on SAP standards and Recommendations
6- Start/stop database
7- Management of standby databases (HANA System
Replication) for high availability
8- Update HANA database software and client; installing new
SAP HANA revisions into the System
9- Identify, analyze and optimize expensive SQL-statements to
improve application performance
10- System troubleshooting, e. g. blocked transactions, to
overcome issues and bring SAP HANA back to normal state of operations
11- Perform database backups (regular full backups and log backups)
12- Restore and recover SAP HANA after technical issues
13- Basis Managed Services -Database Management(Non HANA)
14- Monitor database resource consumption (memory, CPU, storage)
to detect issues in technical Operations
15- Monitor table extension parameters to avoid issues

16- Monitor database for technical issues; analyze and resolve
technical database failures
17- Schedule periodic statistical database collectors to generate
statistical performance data
18- Reorganize database logs to free up space
19- Maintain/change database parameters
20- Start/stop database
21- Create and check optimizer statistics to maintain database
performance
22- Apply database patches and revisions
23- Perform database backups (regular database and log backups)
24- Restore and recover database after technical issues Perform
table/tablespace/database reorganizations to free up capacity
and optimize database Usage
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5. SAP Hosting
5.4 OS Managed Service
Operating System Services in RTT Cloud
1- OS performance configuration
2- Create and maintain OS users as necessary
3- OS monitoring, analysis of OS logs
4- Undertaking effective corrections concerning the incidents
reordering the OS logs
5- Work with vendor to resolve operating system issues
6- Managing the system and administrative users OS accounts
7- Apply patches to the operating system
8- OS kernel updates
9- Perform operating system upgrades
Backup and recovery Services in RTT Cloud
1- Setup Backup policies , as per the agreed Backup SLA
2- Backup Configuration and scheduling
3- Backup monitoring
4- Backup logs management and review
5- Restore files from backup
6- Restore complete file system or incremental filesystem
backup as needed after system failures
7- Notify users that restoration has been completed
Disaster Recovery (optional)
1- Implement disaster recovery setup
2- Monitoring of data replication to secondary site
3- Develop and maintain disaster recovery procedures for those
areas and aspects of the service which are in customer
responsibility (customer infrastructure, connectivity to RTT
Cloud, interfaces, organizational measures and processes etc.)

4- Execution of productive failover in case of an officially
declared disaster
Incident Management – Call Center Support
1- Qualification and prioritization of the incidents
2- Route incidents appropriately
3- Operate Call Center receiving incidents 24x7x365
4- Initiate incident resolution - prioritize, assign resources
5- Coordinate request approval with appropriate functions
6- Track incident resolution progress
7- Escalate incidents as required per documented
procedures and criteria
8- Determine incident resolution or work-around solution
9- Notify Customer of resolution and confirm satisfactory
resolution
10- Sign off solution and confirm incident
5.5 OB Managed Service (Network Management Services)
Network Management
1- Managing the resources, configuration and security of the
local computer network of the customer
2- Managing the resources, configuration and security of the
local computer network of RTT Cloud
3- Managing the resources, configuration and security of the
WAN of the customer
4- Routers, L3 and L2 switches configuration and management
in the RTT Cloud DC
5- IPsec Tunnel (RTT Cloud Demarcation Point) configuration
and Management
6- Bandwidth Capacity monitoring and management
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6. ERP-SAP
Rethink Technologies has extensive proven experience in the
integration of core business processes, Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) systems in the corporate machine, driving
growth and opportunity throughout your organization, with
content enable and integrated business process management.
Collect, store, manage and interpret data across all of your
departments for real-time insights that allow workers at every
level and in every business unit to respond quickly with informed
decisions based on facts. ERP enables disparate systems to
share data, through a central environment, consistent throughout
your organization with integrated information management and
automated operations tools.
Utilize powerful capabilities to manage enterprise-wide systems,
teams, and data with instant access to critical business
information; including BI-BO, business processes and the
consolidation of the enterprises. RTT’s team collectively
averages 40 years of experience in ERP. Our team’s extensive
experience is matched by the strength of our commitment to our
clients.
- Finance
- Product planning
- Manufacturing or service delivery
- Marketing and sales
- Commerce
- Human Resource Management including Talent Pool
- Sourcing & procurement
- Service
- Inventory management
- Shipping and payment
- Asset management

RTT is customer-centric. We have consistently been the
preferred choice to maximize the ROI of our customers’ SAP
investments, while simultaneously delivering business value to
customers through a quality framework. Addditionally, we excel
in SAP consulting, providing best SAP practices during
implementation, SAP Support, enhancements, and testing.
Our Customer Base can be given for the reference purpose
based on request. Customer Visit in UAE can be arranged
accordingly.
6.1 Business & Solution Consulting
6.2 SAP Implementations
6.3 Business Intelligence along Analytics
6.4 Application lifecycle Management Services
6.5 Business Process & Consolidation
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7. Social Media Service
7.1 Social Media APIs Programming
7.2 Big Data & Social Media Hosting
7.3 Social Media Analytics
7.4 Planning and Strategy
7.5 Infographics
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8. Smart home
Rethink Technologies can provide Engineering and designing
consultancies in Home Automation solutions for Home, Hotel,
Office, and Yachting such as: Lighting Control Automation,
Home Cinema, Sound system, Audio/Video, Air Conditioning
control, Curtains / Blinds, Networks solutions, Alarm System,
and CCTV cameras.
Our Solutions: Lutron – Control4 – Crestron- JUNG – AMX –
Sevent – KNX System – HDL – ABB – MOBOTIX – ABUS –
DAITEM.
With the rapid evolution of technology, it’s easy to get
overwhelmed by the possibilities. To avoid feature overload,
homeowners should think about what they want out of their
system and how those features will fit into their home, budget
and lifestyle.
After deep and technical studies, RTT team will be successfully
able to create the musthave list of components, therefore a
homeowner will be able to clearly communicate the vision of a
smart home to a professional who can implement it easily. The
idea behind home automation is to make life simpler, but when a
homeowner chooses an inexperienced provider or products that
won’t work correctly, they can make their life more complicated.
Homeowners need companies that can give them technical
support whenever they need it.
At the end some of imagination, lots of planning, and more or
less solid support from a skilled provider: Homeowners can truly
create a smart home that will give them what they deserve: A
secure lifestyle with ultimate and convenient control.
8.1 Smart Control System
8.2 Smart Control Home Theater
8.3 Energy & Smoke Efficiency
8.4 Smart Control Music System
8.5 Sprinkler Water Smart System
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9. Smart City
Rethink Technologies can provide engineering and design
consultancies in Smart City solutions to operate and monitor
Smart Mobility, Smart Home, Smart Society, Smart Care, Smart
Building, Big Data, Smart Energy, IOT, Smart Retail, Smart
Working, Smart product management, and enduser drive
innovation.
9.1 Smart Infrastructure
9.2 Smart Parking
9.3 Smart Saving Energy
9.4 Smart City
9.5 Smart Security

P
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10. The Home Automation System
Our high-quality products
We take pride in offering the latest technology to control
Lighting, AC, Curtains, Sound Systems, Security Systems and
much more. All can be done from one elegant digital wall
mounted or Ipad, Iphone, or wireless room control unit with a
large variety of colors and designs that match our classic to
modern ranges of decorative sockets and switches.
Lighting
Simple solutions for switching and dimming
Put your home in a favorable light! With the simple solutions
from JUNG you have the choice of how you want to control your
lighting. Whether manually, automatically, by radio or KNX: with
JUNG you will find the appropriate technical solution for your
requirements every time.
A/C and temperature
Simple solutions for the control of temperature and room climate
The desired room temperature is highly dependent on individual
feelings. With your ideal temperature you create comfort for
yourself. Beyond this, flexible control of heating, ventilation and
cooling also provides a healthy indoor environment. And also
concerning energy-management aspects you can only win with
heating and climate control matched to your needs!

Music system (Outdoor, Indoor)
Smart Radio with touch display
The new Smart Radio with stereo sound is a highlight in design
and function. The display in black or white has intuitive shortcut
functionalities for alarm clock, sleep timer and favorite’s
functions. In addition, the brightness of the display and the
buttons can be set separately for radio operation or night mode.
In night mode the display and buttons are completely darkened,
and for that reason the new radio is also perfectly suited for
installation next to the bed. RDS operation, satellite and AUX
inputs round out the list of features. Of course, this new JUNG
radio has the accustomed top sound quality that is assured by
the loudspeakers with built-in bass reflex tubes. The modern
JUNG technology also has something to offer musically!
Whether it involves a flush-mounted radio or a music station for
MP3 player, iPod and Co. – real audio experiences are
guaranteed! The elegant wall installation solutions in the switch
design need little space but offer a great deal of convenience. Of
course it is also perfectly suited to upgrading!

Blinds and shutter
Solutions for the shading operation
Also for your blind or shutter control, JUNG has the appropriate
solution! Whether by pressing buttons or controlled by a
schedule, by wireless control, or included in KNX home
automation: Using advanced technology, you may easily and
conveniently control shading according to your individual needs.
www.rethinktechs.com - 20

10. The Home Automation System
Solutions for door communication
Intercom systems for houses and apartment buildings
JUNG intercommunication systems enable easy and convenient
door communication Sliding or Swing. Innovative features,
intuitive operation, and a large variety of designs ensure that
residents and visitors understand each other well already at the
door! Whether detached house, housing estate, or commercial
property: JUNG has the appropriate solution for each
requirement.
Home theater (Home Cinema)
Home automation synchronizes home entertainment
components, such as Apple TV, Satellite System, DVD, Blu Ray Players, PS4, Xbox, etc... Homeowners select which inputs
and outputs to switch from one remote or IPHONE or IPAD, and
control projector and lift projector and screen. The home Cinema
center component of home automation requires some technical
expertise and it is during this phase of installation that some
homeowners may need professional assistance. New electronic
home theater devices have no trouble meshing with JUNG home
automation systems.

Alarm technology
With KNX you can check whether windows and doors are really
closed, display camera images of the whole property and you are
of course informed immediately if there is a burglary, fire or glass
breakage. You control the complete alarm and monitoring
system conveniently with the KNX operating elements.
With an intelligent presence simulation, you can also feel secure
during your holiday. The automatic and time-dependent control
of lighting and blinds or shutters makes your house look
occupied even when you are absent.
Smart solutions
Intelligent building control with the future-proof KNX system
His task of modern building technology is to intelligently control
the worlds of living and working, and in the process to take
account of individual wishes and quality of living. The aspects of
comfort, economy, energy-efficiency and appearance are
important. In this respect, KNX networks functions such as
lighting, climate, security and multimedia for central and
intelligent control

Security
Solutions for more security
For a secure feeling in your own four walls whether it may be a
apartment or commercial building, you should feel safe in your
own four walls! It is not only a problem of having a sophisticated
alarm system, but also the topic of “safe orientation” is of
importance to help you finding your way and to avoid accidents.
And well-ordered access control easily increases security even
when the house is entered.
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10. The Home Automation System
Energy efficiency
With KNX building technology, reduce energy consumption
systematically
Efficient use of energy is the responsibility of everybody. The
main reason is to protect our environment. However, intelligent
energy management is also worthwhile from a financial point of
view. Of course you do not have to abstain from optimum
convenience at the same time!
The JUNG smoke detector
The JUNG smoke detector is a life-saver offering specific
features that provide additional security and comfort:

The classic among the flat switches
Thanks to its high quality and clear shape, the LS 990 switch
range has already proved its worth for more than 40 years. The
classic form of this switch with its narrow frame fits harmoniously
into any surroundings. Purist elegance in thermosetting plastic or
genuine metal lends this series a touch of class. A wide variety
of applications are possible thanks to the wide functional
spectrum. Thus, architecturally demanding visions can be
consistently put into practice. The single to fivefold frame can be
fitted horizontally or vertically.

Optimum protection in your house or flat
It depends on the type of building and number of rooms where
smoke detectors should be installed in your house or flat to
ensure minimum protection. For single-storey flats, one smoke
detector each should be installed in corridor, bedroom, and
nursery.
Connection systems
Perfect connections for multimedia components, network
technology, and more
Telephone, computer, printer, HiFi, and TV equipment – all these
components require appropriate connection facilities. Whether in
your home, in office, or in a hotel room – sophisticated
connection systems for networking and multimedia provide the
right connection. The JUNG switch design smoothly
incorporates these connections into the electrical installation.
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10. Technology Services
The Audience has built a proprietary toolkit of software that
interacts with social media platforms across the spectrum. The
platform is capable of collecting, analyzing, and storing hundreds
of millions of data points, metrics and KPI’s across the entire
social media landscape.
This platform is now in the capable hands of RTT and AAHG,
and our vision for the toolkit goes far beyond its current
application and use.
The software development and analytics teams are leading
experts in the social media data analytics field, both from a
software development and analytical perspective.
As the leaders in our industry, RTT’s vision for the application of
this toolkit has been placed in our hands. The development effort
is underway currently to bring a new more adaptable framework
and toolset to the global family at large. We are currently
creating a “one click” regional deployment system so service the
regional needs of the global family.
We’re also building the framework to begin in earnest a truly
powerful data collection apparatus in the social media
marketplace that will be the delivery method for the future vision
of Mohammed Khammas, the CEO of Al Ahli Holding Group.

.
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